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Abstract
In beginning of the 90s, Bernard Hel¤er and Jöhannes Sjostrand in-
troduced operators serving to develop methods for the study of integrals
in high dimensions of the type that appear in Statistical Mechanics and
Euclidean Field Theory. In these papers, the authors studied a certain
class of unbounded spin models by means of the spectrum of the Wit-
ten Laplacians. Thus, the decay of correlations, the analyticity of the
free energy, the Poincaré and Log-Sobolev inequalies turned out to be the
relevant tools for investigating phase transitions in certain classical con-
tinuous models. The present paper proposes a direct and more general
method for investigating phase transitions in classical continuous models
of Kac type. We discuss hypotheses on the source term that will result
in a direct proof of the analyticity of the free energy without using the
truncated correlations. We also use the Witten Laplacians to derive mix-
ing properties and a decay of correlations that lead to the logarithmic
Sobolev inequality. The novelty, as compared to previous work, is that
our method is more direct and does not use the one dimensional Witten
Laplacians.
1 Introduction
Phase transitions and critical points correspond to mathematical singularities
in the thermodynamic potentials and other thermodynamic quantities which
are related to appropriate derivatives of the free energy. For example, at the
critical point of a ferromagnetic system, the spontaneous magnetization vanishes
and the susceptibility diverges. It is therefore central to develop methods for
calculating the thermodynamic potentials and their derivatives. There are a
number of di¤erent thermodynamic potentials that can be used to describe
the behavior and stability of equilibrium systems, depending on the type of
constraints imposed on the system. For a system which is isolated from the
world, the internal energy will be a minimum for the equilibrium state. However,
if we couple the system thermally, mechanically, or chemically to the outside
1
world, other thermodynamic potentials will be minimized at equilibrium. The
energy which is stored and retrievable in the form of work is called the free
energy. There are many di¤erent forms of free energy in a thermodynamic
system as there are combinations of constraints. The most common ones are:
internal energy, U; the enthalpy, H; the Helmholtz free energy, A; the Gibbs free
energy, G; and the grand potential, 
: These quantities play a role analogous
to that of the potential energy in a spring, and for that reason they are called
the thermodynamic potentials.
In the beginning of the 90s, new methods that are purely based on the
Witten Laplacians have been developed by Hel¤er and Sjöstrand. In these
papers, the authors studied a certain class of unbounded spin models by means
of the spectrum of the Witten Laplacians. Thus, the decay of correlations, the
analyticity of the free energy, the Poincaré and Log-Sobolev inequalies turned
out to be the relevant tools for investigating the existence of phase transitions
in certain classical continuous models.
In this paper, we propose a direct and more general method for investigat-
ing phase transitions in classical continuous models of Kac type. We discuss
hypotheses on the source term that will result in a direct proof of the analytic-
ity of the free energy without using the truncated correlations. We also use the
Witten Laplacians to derive mixing properties and a decay of correlations that
lead to the logarithmic Sobolev inequality. The novelty, as compared to previous
work, is that our method is more direct and does not use the one dimensional
Witten Laplacians. The paper is organized as follows:
In section 2, we give the background framework of the Witten Laplacian
formalism. The readers who are interested in the connection between the op-
erators used in this paper and the Laplacians initially introduced by Edward
Witten [7] in 1882 may consult the appendix at the end of this paper.
In section 3, we discuss the models to be considered. These are general-
izations of models for uids whose Hamiltonians in the one dimensional case
(d = 1) take the form
H =
NX
i=1
p2i
2M
+
X
1i<jN
W (xi; xj) +
NX
i=1
U(xi);
where U(xi) is the potential energy of the i  th particle in an external eld, W
is a pair interaction potential.
In section 4, we discussed a new method for a direct proof of the analyticity
of the free energy. The motivation for the study of the di¤erentiability or even
the analyticity of the pressure with respect to distinguished thermodynamic
parameters such as temperature, chemical potential or external eld comes from
the fact that the analytic behavior of the pressure is the classical thermodynamic
indicator for the absence or existence of phase transition. The most famous
result on the analyticity of the pressure is the circle theorem of Lee and Yang.
This theorem asserts the following. Consider a f 1; 1g valued spin system
with ferromagnetic pair interaction and external eld h and regard the quantity
z = eh as a complex parameter, then all zeroes of all partition functions (with
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free boundary condition), considered as functions of z lie in the complex unit
circle. This theorem readily implies that the pressure is an analytic function of
h in the region h > 0 and h < 0:
There are various conventional indirect methods for proving the innite dif-
ferentiability or the analyticity of the pressure for (ferromagnetic and non fer-
romagnetic) systems at high temperatures, or at low temperatures, or at large
external elds. Most of these take advantage of a su¢ ciently rapid decay of
correlations and /or cluster expansion methods. The method that we develop
in this section is based on a direct Cn bound of the derivatives of the free en-
ergy and permits a study of of the decay of the truncated correlations through
the free energy. A famous open problem in Coulomb gases [26] is to nd a
direct proof of convergence of the Mayer expansion for dipoles at low activity
(which does not use a cluster expansion). The dipole-dipole interaction should
be smoothed at short distance so that it is stable. Our method in this section
may help solve this problem provided that one can nd a regularization of the
dipole potential that satises the assumptions of our Hamiltonian. Exact for-
mulas of the derivative of the free energy that do not use cluster expansions
of renormalization group techniques are almost inexistent in the literature. M.
Kac [27] obtained a formula for the pressure in terms of irreducible distribu-
tion functions. In section 5, we propose an alternative method for obtaining
the decay of correlations and consequently the Log-Sobolev inequality without
reducing the dimensions of the Witten Laplacians.
2 The Witten Laplacian Formalism
In this section, we give a brief outline of the Witten-Laplacian formalism frame-
work. These methods were introduced in 1994 by Bernard Hel¤er and Jöhannes
Sjostrand [2]. They are generally based on the analysis of suitable di¤erential
operators
W
(0)
 =
 
 + jrj
2
4
  
2
!
and
W
(1)
 =  +
jrj2
4
  
2
+Hess
which are in some sense, deformations of the standard Laplace Beltrami opera-
tor. These operators commonly called Witten Laplacians were rst introduced
by Edward Witten [7] in 1982 in the context of Morse theory for the study of
some topological invariants of compact Riemannian manifolds. In 1994, Bernard
Hel¤er and Jöhannes Sjostrand [2] introduced two elliptic di¤erential operators
A
(0)
 :=  +r r
and
A
(1)
 :=  +r r+Hess
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sometimes called Hel¤er-Sjostrand operators serving to get direct methods for
the study of integrals and operators in high dimensions of the type that ap-
pear in Statistical Mechanics and Euclidean Field Theory. In 1996, Jöhannes
Sjostrand [4] observed that these so called Hel¤er-Sjostrand operators are in
fact equivalent to Wittens Laplacians. Since then, there has been signicant
advances in the use of these Laplacians for the study of the thermodynamic
behavior of quantities related to the Gibbs measure Z 1e dx: As a simple
illustration, say, one is interested in the study of the mean value hgiwhere
hgi =
Z
gd:
and
d =
edxZ
edx
for a suitable smooth function g; one can rst solve the equation
rg = ( +r r)v +Hessv;
where the solution v is a suitable C1 vector eld and the operator ( +r r)
acts diagonally on each component of v: Under certain assumptions on the
Hamiltonian  one can see that v is also a solution of the system
g = < g > +v r  divv:
It turns out that if g(0) = 0 and 0 is a critical point of  then
< g >= divv(0):
The study of the thermodynamic properties of the mean value is then reduced
to estimating the derivatives of the solution v:
Numerous techniques have been developed for the study of integrals associated
to the equilibrium Gibbs state for certain unbounded spins systems [6], [10-14].
One of the most striking result is an exact formula for the covariance of two
functions in terms of the Witten Laplacian on one forms leading to sophisticated
methods for estimating the two-point correlation functions. This formula is in
some sense a stronger and more exible version of the Brascamp-Lieb inequality
[9]. The formula may be written as:
cov(f; g) =
Z 
A
(1) 1
 rf rg

e (x)dx:
To understand the idea behind the formula mentioned above, let us denote by
hfi the mean value of f with respect to the measure
e (x)dx;
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the covariance of two functions f and g is dened by
cov(f; g) = h(f   hfi)(g   hgi)i :
If one wants to have an expression of the covariance in the form
cov(f; g) = hrg wiL2(Rn;Rn;e dx) ;
for a suitable vector eld w; we get, after observing that rg =r(g   hgi);
cov(f; g) =
Z
(g   hgi)(r r) we (x)dx:
This leads to the question of solving the equation
f   hfi = (r r) w:
Now trying to solve this above equation with w =ru; we obtain the equation
f   hfi = A(0) u
hui = 0:

Assuming for now the existence of a smooth solution, we get by di¤erentiation
of this above equation:
rf = A(1) ru
and the formula is now easy to see.
3 Models To Be Considered
We shall consider systems where each component is located at a site i of a
crystal lattice Zd; and is described by a continuous real parameter xi 2 R. A
particular conguration of the total system will be characterized by an element
X = (xi)i2 of the product space 
 = R. This set is called the conguration
space or phase space.
We shall denote by  =  the Hamiltonian which assigns to each congura-
tion X 2 R a potential energy (X): The probability measure that describes
the equilibrium of the system is then given by the Gibbs measure
d(X) = Z 1 e
 (X)dX:
Z > 0 is a normalization constant,
Z = Z =
Z
R
e (X)dX
For any nite domain  of Zd; we shall consider a Hamiltonian of the phase
space 
 = R ; satisfying:
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1. lim
jXj!1
jr(X)j =1
2. For some M; any @ with jj =M is bounded on R:
3. For jj  1; j@(X)j  C

1 + jr(X)j2
1=2
for some C > 0
4. There exist w > 0; C > 0 such that X  r  C jXj1+w for all jXj  1C :
Here and in what follows,  = (i)i=1;:::;m 2 Z
jj
+ shall denote a multiindex.
We set jj =
Pm
i=1 i, ! = 1!    m!. If  = (i)i=1;:::;m 2 Z
jj
+ and
j  j for all j = 1; :::;m; then we write   : For ;  2 Z
jj
+ such that
  ; we put




=
!
!(  )! : If  = (i)i=1;:::;m 2 Z
jj
+ and X 2 Rd we
write X =
Qm
i=1 x
i , and @ = @1=@x11 :::@
m=@xmm . The Hessian of the
Hamiltonian  will be denoted by Hess: Finally, if i and j are two nearest
neighbor sites in Zd we write i  j:
4 A Method For Proving The Analyticity Of
The Free Energy
We consider the Hamiltonian given by
t(x) = (x)  tg(x);
where t is a thermodynamic parameter (temperature or magnetic eld), and g
satisfying
j@rgj  C; 8 2 Njj: (1)
The nite volume pressure or free energy of the system is dened by
P(t) =
1
jj ln
Z
R
dxe 
t(x)

:
We will be interested in the k times di¤erentiability of the pressure in the
thermodynamic limit given by
P (t) = lim
jj!1
P(t):
We rst recall some results already obtained in [5] and [16].
Theorem 1 ([5]) If  satises assumptions 1-4 and g satises (1), then there
exist T  > 0 such that the k times derivatives of P(t) (k  1) satises
d(k)P(t)
dtk
= P
(k)
 (t) =
(k   1)!


Ak 1g g

t;
jj ; for all t 2 [0; T
) (2)
where
Agh := A
(1) 1
t
rh rg; (3)
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A0gg := g; A
1
gg := Agg; A
2
gg := Ag (Agg) ; A
k 1
g g := (Ag Ag     Ag) g| {z }
k 1 times
;
and
hit; =
R
R dxe
 t(x)R
R dxe
 t(x) :
The proof of this theorem can be found in [5].
Theorem 2 ([16]) If  satises assumptions 1-4 and g satises (1), then
kX
j=0


gj

;t


Ak jg g

;t
j!
=
1
k!


gk+1

;t
; k  0 (4)
Proof. First observe that
hgpAghi;t
=
D
gpA
(1) 1
t rh rg
E
;t
=
1
p+ 1
D
A
(1) 1
t rh rg
p+1
E
;t
=
1
p+ 1
cov
 
gp+1; h

=
1
p+ 1
h

gp+1h

;t
 


gp+1

;t
hhi;t
i
; p = 0; 1; :::
Setting
k = p+ 1 and h = An k 1g g;
yields 

gk

;t


An k 1g g

;t
=


gkAn k 1g g

;t
  k


gk 1An kg g

;t
:
Now dividing by k!, summing over k and noticing that on the right hand side
one obtains a telescoping sum, yields
n 1X
k=0


gk

;t


An k 1g g

;t
k!
=
1
(n  1)! hg
ni;t :
Now observe that if
xk =


gk

t;
k!
and yk =


Akgg

t;
, k  0;
then (4) is equivalent to
fxkg  fykg = (k + 1)xk+1: (5)
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where fxkg  fykg is the discrete circular convolution given by
fxkg  fykg =
kX
j=0
xjyk j :
Now to nd a formula for yk; we need to nd a suitable transform that will
allow us to deconvolve and invert the convolution equation.
Recall that the discrete time Fourier transform of the sequence xk k  0 is
dened to be
X(!) =
1X
k=0
xke
 ik!; ! 2 [ ; ] :
The corresponding inverse transform is given by
xk =
1
2
Z 
 
X(!)eik!d!; k  0:
With xk =


gk

t;
k!
; the input g will be selected so that the sequence (xk)k
will be of temperate growth and that X(!) will not vanish on [ ; ]. As a
result of this X(!); will be a 2 periodic distribution dened as the boundary
value of a holomorphic function in the open lower half plane.
If X(!) and Y (!) are the discrete time Fourier transform of xk and yk
respectively, then the discrete time Fourier transform of xk yk is X(!)Y (!): It
also follows from the properties of the transform that the discrete time Fourier
transform of (k + 1)xk+1 is iei!
dX(!)
d!
: Thus taking the transform on both sides
of equation (5); we obtain
X(!)Y (!) = iei!
dX(!)
d!
:
Hence
Y (!) = i
X 0(!)
X(!)
ei!:
Now taking the inverse transform, we get
yk =
i
2
Z 
 
X 0(!)
X(!)
ei!(k+1)d! (6)
and
j ykj 
1
2
Z 
 
X 0(!)X(!)
 d!:
Note that
X(!) :=
1X
k=0


gk

t;
k!
e ik! =


exp
 
ge i!

t;
; ! 2 [ ; ] :
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Thus
X 0(!)
X(!)
=  iei!


g exp
 
ge i!

t;
hexp (ge i!)it;
:
Because g has bounded derivatives, one can see thatZ 
 
X 0(!)X(!)
 d! = O (jj) :
See Proposition 1.7 in [2].
We have the following result:
Proposition 3 Suppose that the Hamiltonian  satises assumptions 1-4 and
that g satises (1) and is g selected so that the sequence
 hgki
t;
k!

k
will be of
temperate growth and that
X(!) :=
1X
k=0


gk

t;
k!
e ik!; ! 2 [ ; ]
will not vanish on [ ; ]. There exist T  > 0 such that the innite volume pres-
sure P (t) is k times continuously di¤erentiable on the interval (0; T ). More-
over for k  1; P (k)(t)  C (k   1)!:
Proof. The result follows from Theorem 1 and equation (6).
Recall that a function f is real analytic on an open interval I if and only
if f is real smooth and for every compact set K  I there exists a constant C
such that for every t 2 K and every non-negative integer k the following bound
holds dkfdtk (t)
  Ck+1k!:
Corollary 4 Under the assumptions of Proposition 3, there exist T  > 0 such
that the innite volume pressure P (t) is analytic on the interval (0; T ).
4.1 Comparison With Previous Results
There are various ways of proving the innite di¤erentiability or the analyticity
of the pressure for (ferromagnetic and non ferromagnetic) systems at high tem-
peratures, or at low temperatures, or at large external elds. Most of these take
advantage of a su¢ ciently rapid decay of correlations and /or cluster expansion
methods. Here is a small sample of relevant references. Bricmont, Lebowitz and
Pster [21], Dobrushin [22], Dobrushin and Sholsman [23], [24]....
Recall that our method is suitable for investigating classical models whose
Hamiltonians are of the form
H; (=c) =  
1
2
X
i;j2
J(i; j)ij  
X
i2;j2c
J(i; j)ij ;
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where  is a nite subset of Z2;  = (i)i2 2 f 1; 1g
 with boundary
condition c = (i)i2c :
Indeed, Marc Kac showed in [1] that when
J(r) = e jrj;
this model may be studied through the transfer operator
Km = e
  12q(x)eme 
1
2q(x);
where
q(x) =
1
2
tanh

2
 mX
i=1
x2i  
mX
i=1
log cosh
"r

2
(xi + xi+1)
#
;
with the convention xm+1 = x1: He proved that when  approaches 0; the
behavior of the system only depends on the Kac potential
q(x) =
mX
i=1
x2i
4
 
mX
i=1
log cosh
"r

2
(xi + xi+1)
#
:
Thus by reducing the two dimensional problem into a one dimensional prob-
lem, M. Kac showed that the critical temperature occurs at c =
1
4
:
The d-dimensional mean eld Kac Hamiltonian
(x) =
x2
2
  2
X
ij
ln cosh
"r

2
(xi + xj)
#
:
satises assumptions 1-4 above if  <
1
4d
:
Indeed, let
(x) =
x2
2
+ 	(x);
where
	(x) =  2
X
i;j2;ij
ln cosh
"r

2
(xi + xj)
#
:
We have
	xi =  2
X
j:;ji
q

2 sinh
q

2 (xi + xj)

cosh
q

2 (xi + xj)

	xixk =
8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
 
P
j:;ji
1
cosh2
q

2 (xi + xj)
 if k = i
  
cosh2
q

2 (xi + xk)
 if k  i
0 otherwise.
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It then follows that
j	xi j  4d
r

2
;
j	xixi j  2d;
and
j	xixk j   if k  i:
Similarly, using the properties of cosh and sinh and the fact that sinh t  cosh t
for all t one can see that all derivatives of order greater than or equal to one are
bounded.
Now we propose to nd the values of  for which assumption 4 holds. i.e.
there exist w > 0; C > 0 such that x  r  C jxj1+w for all jxj  1C :
First write
	xi =
Z 1
0
d
ds
	xi(sx)ds =
Z 1
0
x r	xi(sx)ds
=
X
j2
Z 1
0
	xixj (sx)xjds:
Thus
x  r	 =
X
i;j2
cijxixj ;
where
cij =
Z 1
0
	xixj (sx)ds:
There is a Schurs Lemma (see[25]) that says for each rectangular array
(cij)1im
1jn
and each pair of sequence (xi)1im and (yj)1jn we have the bound
mX
i=1
nX
j=1
cijxiyj
  pRC
 
mX
i=1
jxij2
!1=20@ nX
j=1
jyj j2
1A1=2
where R and C are the row sum and column sum maxima dened by
R = max
i
nX
j=1
jcij j and C = max
j
mX
i=1
jcij j :
Now using this result , we haveX
j2
jcij j 
X
j2
Z 1
0
	xixj  (sx)ds
=
Z 1
0
j	xixi j (sx)ds+
X
j2;ji
Z 1
0
	xixj  (sx)ds
 2d + 2d:
11
Thus
R  4d:
Similarly, we have
C  4d;
and
jx  r	j  4d jxj2 :
It then follows that
x r  jxj2 (1  4d) :
The assumption is satised if
 <
1
4d
:
In [17], the authors derived hypotheses on the decrease of the truncated
functions to show that they do yield analyticity. They considered models whose
Hamiltonians are given by
H =  
1
2
X
i;j2
Jijij   h
X
i2;
i
Z =
X

 exp ( H(; h))
P =
1
jj logZ
with the thermodynamic parameter being  and ~h = h.
After proving that
@q+r
@~hq@r
P(; ~h) =
1
jj
X
i1;:::;iq2
1;:::;r22
 
rQ
j=1
Jj
!

i1;:::;iq;1;:::;r
Tq;r
(; ~h) (See notations in [17]),
The authors showed that if the following bound
hA1;:::;AM iT (A1;:::;AM ) (0; ~h0) < MQ
i=1
 (jAij)
(A1;:::;AM )X
F
M 1Q
l=1
Fu (d (A0l; A
00
l ))
where A1; :::; AM are nite subsets of Z ; u is integrable
 X
i2Z
u (jij) <1
!
(Again see notations in [17]) holds uniformly for any region ; then the in-
nite volume pressure limjj!1 P is analytic at (0; ~h0): Analogous results in
classical continuous models are also derived in [17].
In our case , If we take
g(x) =
X
i2 
xi ,
12
where     xed.
We have
P(t) =
1
jj log
24Z
R
dxe
 (x)+t
P
i2 
xi
35
P 0(t) =
1
jj
X
i12 
hxi1it; ;
P 00(t) =
1
jj
X
i12 
cov
 
xi1 ;
X
i22 
xi2
!
=
1
jj
X
i1;i22 
cov (xi1 ; xi2)
=
1
jj
X
i1;i22 
D
xi1   hxi1it;

xi2   hxi2it;
E
t;
P
(k)
 (t) =
1
jj
X
i1;i2;:::;ik2 
hxi1;i2;:::iki
T
;t , for k  2:
where hxi1;i2;:::iki
T
;t are the usual truncated correlations (see [17]).
Rather than dealing with the truncated correlations which turn out to be
heavier, we simply obtain analyticity of the pressure under the conditionZ 
 
X 0(!)X(!)
 d! = O (jj)
where
X(!) :=
1X
k=0
*P
i2 
xi
k+
t;
k!
e ik!; ! 2 [ ; ] :
As an important corollary to Proposition 3, we have the following cluster
property
Corollary 5 Any classical unbounded models of Kac type whose Hamiltonian
satises assumptions 1-4 has the following precise cluster property:
1
jj

X
i1;i2;:::;in2 
hxi1;i2;:::iki
T

  C (k   1)!
for each    .
Remark 6 It was even mentioned in [15] that one has not been able to get
precise estimates of the truncated correlations through the Hel¤er-Sjöstrand and
Witten Laplacian technique. The result of this corollary above may be viewed as
a rst attempt in this direction.
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5 On The Logarithmic Sobolev Inequality.
In [13,14] the authors studied the existence of uniform logarithmic Sobolev in-
equalities using Zegarlinski criterion. Because of the di¢ culty in having a uni-
form lower bound for the spectrum of the Witten Laplacian, they considered
models whose Hamiltonian are of the form
(X) =
X
j2
(xj) +
J
2
X
(fig[fkg)\6=?;
jk
jzj   zkj2
under a condition of strict convexity at 1 on : The authors rst discussed
uniform estimates for a family of 1-dimensional Witten Laplacians and explained
how the result may be generalized to higher dimensions. In [13], Hel¤er and
Bodineau gave a proof of the Log-Sobolev inequality for similar models but
under weaker assumptions on :
In this paper, we shall consider classical continuous models whose Hamilto-
nians satisfy assumptions 1-4 above. This is a generalized version of the type of
Hamiltonians used in [13] and [14].
We shall discuss a direct method for proving uniform decay of correlations
without using the one-dimensional cases as discussed in [13] and [14]. As a
consequence, we shall give a proof of the logarithmic Sobolev inequality that
does not use the one dimensional Witten Laplacians.
5.1 The Decay Of Correlations
Denition 7 The lattice support, Sg of a function g on R is dened here to
be the smallest subset   of   Zd for which g can be written as function of xj
alone with j 2   For instance, if g = xi; Sg = fig :
Recall (Theorem 1.7 -[6]) that if P is invertible and self-adjoint, the positivity
of A(1) is equivalent to the positivity of PA
(1)
 P: If P denote by the space of
all jj  jj diagonal matrices with positive diagonal entries.
A
(1)
 having a discrete spectrum see ( Theorem 1.7 -[6]), would imply that
PA
(1)
 P has a discrete spectrum for any P 2 P: Put

A
(1)

:= inf
P2P
min
h
PA
(1)
 P
i
:
where min is the lowest eigenvalue of PA
(1)
 P .
Proposition 8 Let g and h be smooth functions on R ;and R 0 where   and
 0 &  with   \  0 = ? denote respectively the support of g and h and assume
that g and h satisfy (1): If the Hamiltonian  satisfy the assumptions 1-4 above
and
 = 
A
(1)

> 0
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then
jcov(g; h)j < Ce d(Sh;Sg)
where C and  are positive constants that do not depend on ; but possibly
dependent on the size of the supports of g and h:
Proof. It follows from Theorem 1.7 -[6] (See also [4]) that the operator
A
(1)
 :=  +r r+Hess
is positive on L2(R; e dx). i.e. there exist c1 > 0 such that
A
(1)
  c1:
Moreover, we have the formula
cov(g; h) = Z 1
Z
R

A
(1) 1
 rg rh

e (x)dx: (7)
where
Z =
Z
R
e (x)dx:
Let M be the diagonal matrix dened by
M =

+ 1

ed(i;Sg)

i2
( > 0);
where  = 
A
(1)

> 0 and consider the equation
A
(1)
 rf =rg:
Multiplying both sides by M 1; we obtain
M 1A
(1)
 rf =M
 1rg
()
M 1A
(1)
 M
 1Mrf =M 1rg:
Because M 1 is invertible and self-adjoint, the positivity of A(1) is equivalent
to the positivity of M 1A(1) M
 1: Taking inner product with Mrf on both
sides of this last equality and integrating with respect to Z 1e dx; we obtainD
M 1A
(1)
 M
 1Mrf;Mrf
E

=


M 1rg;Mrf


:
Now using the positivity of the operator M 1A(1) M
 1 on the left hand side
and Cauchy Schwartz inequality on the right hand side, we get
 kMrfk2 
M 1rg

kMrfk ;
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where  = 
A
(1)

> 0 and kuk :=
 
Z 1
R
R
juj2 e (x)dx
!1=2
: Due to formula
(5), we have: if kMrfk = 0; then A
(1) 1
 rg = 0 and the result follows. If
kMrfk 6= 0; then we have
 kMrfk 
M 1rg

;
,
2

+ 1

2 Z
R
X
i2
e2d(i;Sg)f2xie
 (x)dx 


+ 1
2 Z
R
X
i2
e 2d(i;Sg)g2xie
 (x)dx:
) R
R
P
i2 e
2d(i;Sg)f2xie
 (x)dx 


+1
2 R
R
P
i2 e
 2d(i;Sg)g2xie
 (x)dx
<
R
R
P
i2 e
 2d(i;Sg)g2xie
 (x)dx:
(8)
Now using the fact that gxi = 0 if i =2 Sg, d(i; Sg) = 0 if i 2 Sg and (1), we
obtain Z
R
X
i2
e2d(i;Sg)f2xie
 (x)dx < ZCg;
where Cg is a positive constant that only depends on the size of the support of
g: Thus we nally get
Z 1
Z
R
X
i2
e2d(i;Sg)f2xie
 (x)dx < Cg:
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Now we use formula (7) to get
jcov(g; h)j = Z 1

Z
R
rf rhe (x)dx

 Z 1
Z
R
X
i2
fxi(x)ed(i;Sg)e d(i;Sg)hxi e (x)dx
 Z 1
Z
R
 X
i2
f2xi(x)e
2d(i;Sg)
!1=2 X
i2Sh
h2xi(x)e
 2d(i;Sg)
!1=2
e (x)dx
 Z 1
24Z
R
X
i2
f2xi(x)e
2d(i;Sg)d(x)
351=2 24Z
R
X
i2Sh
h2xi(x)e
 2d(i;Sg)d(x)
351=2
<
p
Cg
24Z 1 Z
R
X
i2Sh
h2xi(x)d
(x)
351=2 e d(Sh;Sg)
<
p
Cg
p
Che
 d(Sh;Sg):
Here Cg and Ch are independent of : They only depend on the size of the
support of g and h respectively.
From the of this one can easily obtain the following mixing condition:
Corollary 9 If the Hamiltonian  satisfy the assumptions 1-4 above and
 = 
A
(1)

> 0
jcov(g; h)j  e d(Sh;Sg) krgk krhk (9)
Observe that g = h; gives a spectral gap greater than 1:
Corollary 10 If the Hamiltonian  satisfy the assumptions 1-4 above and
 = 
A
(1)

> 0
then
jcov(xi; xj)j < Ce d(i;j)
where C and  are positive constants that do not depend on :
Proof. Take g = xi and h = xj :
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5.2 The Log-Sobolev Inequality
We shall now consider the case where the Hamiltonian is given by
;!(x) =
X
j2
(xj) +
J
2
X
(fig[fkg)\6=?;
jk
jzj   zkj2
where
 x = (xi)i2 ; ! = (!j)j2Zdn ; J 0;
  is a one particle phase on R with at least quadratic increase at 1;

zj = xj if j 2 
zj = !j if j 62 
We shall assume that  is C2 on R and convex at1: i.e. There exists C > 0
such that
Hess(x)  1
C
for all x 2 R such that jxj  C:
It is clear that for each !; ;!(x) satises the assumptions 1-4 above. For
instance, when
(x) =

12
x4 +

2
x2
and
(x) =
1
h
nX
j=1


12
x4j +

2
x2j

+
1
h
J
2
nX
j=1
jxj   xj+1j2 ;
where xn+1 = x1; h > 0; J >0; and  > 0 > : These models are commonly
used in Euclidean eld theory. They have unbounded second derivatives and
satisfy assumptions 1-4. Indeed, rst observe that there exists j 2 f1; :::; ng
such that xj 
jxjp
n
otherwise one would have jxj2 < jxj2 : Using this, it is clear
that
x  r  1
h
nX
j=1


3
x4j + x
2
j

=
jxj4
h
"

3

1p
n
4
  jj jxj 2
#
 jxj
4
C
when jxj  C for some su¢ ciently large C:
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Proposition 11 Proposition 8, corollary 9 and 10 will remain valid for Hamil-
tonians of the form
;!(x) =
X
j2
(xj) +
J
2
X
(fig[fkg)\6=?;
jk
jzj   zkj2
where  is C2 on R and convex at 1:
Proof. We only have to worry about the dependency of the  on !: Unlike the
proof in [13] and [14] where lots of e¤orts were put on the uniform estimate of
the lowest eigenvalue with respect to  and !; our proof only requires  to be
strictly positive.
As a consequence of the decay of correlations or the mixing condition, we
have the following result.
Proposition 12 Let
;!(x) =
X
j2
(xj) +
J
2
X
(fig[fkg)\6=?;
jk
jzj   zkj2
where  is C2 on R and convex at 1: If
 = 
A
(1)
;!
> 0;
then there exist constant C and J0 > 0 such that for J 2 [ J0; J0] and for any
cube   Zd; we have
hf ln fi   hfi ln hfi  2C
Drf 12 E

for all non-negative function f for which the right hand side is nite.
Remark 13 In remark 2.5 in [14], the author mentioned the di¢ culty in getting
a uniform estimate with respect to the boundary condition ! through the work of
Bach-Jecko-Sjöstrand. Our result provides an alternative way for dealing with
the dependency of spectrum of the Witten Laplacians on  and !:
5.3 Extending The Decay Result to Higher Correlations
Recall that in [7] E. Witten introduced the Witten derivative d and the Witten
coderivative d by simply setting
d = e
 =2de=2 and d = e
=2de =2
where d and d are the exterior derivative and exterior coderivative respec-
tively. The Witten Laplacian is then dened to be the associated second order
operator
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W
(k)
 = (d + d

)
2
= dd

 + d

d:
acting on k forms.
We shall now consider the operators A(k) given by
A
(k)
 = e
=2 W (k)  e
 =2
acting on the weighted spaces L2(R; e dx;kR) (see [6] for more details);
the space of k smooth forms with coe¢ cients in L2(R; e dx): The norm on
this space is dened by  X
i1<:::<ik
fi1:::ikdx
i1 :::dxik


=
0@Z 1 Z
R
X
i1:::ik
f2i1:::ik(x)e
 dx
1A1=2 :
If dk denote the di¤erential k form operator and dk its adjoint, we have
dkA
(k)
 = A
(k+1)
 dk: (10)
This equality is a higher order version of
rA(0) = A
(1)
 r
which is obtained when identifying 0 forms with functions and 1 forms with
vector elds.
Now assume that the Hamiltonian  =  is such that the operator A
(k)
 is
positive on L2(R; e dx;kR) (k  1).
Let P be the set of all multiplication operators P on L2(R; e dx;kR) in
the form
P
X
i1<:::<ik
fi1:::ikdx
i1 :::dxik :=
X
i1<:::<ik
(i1; :::; ik)fi1:::ikdx
i1 :::dxik
where  is positive.
Put
k = A(k)
:= inf
P2P
min
h
PA
(k)
 P
i
:
where min is the lowest eigenvalue of PA
(k)
 P .
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Proposition 14 If in addition to the assumption 1-4 the Hamiltonian  is such
that A(k) is positive on L
2(R; e dx;kR); k  1; then for any g satisfying
(1); we have
Z 1
Z
R
X
i1:::ik
f2xi1 :::xik
(x)e2d(fi1;:::;:ikg;Sg)e dx  Ck (11)
where Ck is a positive constant that is independent of :
Proof. Consider the multiplication operatorMk dened on L2(R; e dx;kR)
by
Mk
X
i1<:::<ik
fi1:::ikdx
i1 :::dxik :=
X
i1<:::<ik
k + 1
k
ed(fi1;:::;:ikg;Sg)fi1:::ikdxi1 :::dxik :
This operator is consequently self-adjoint and invertible. Let f be a smooth
solution of
A
(0)
 f = g   hgi
L2()
in R:
Using (10); we have
A
(k)
 r
kf = rkg
where rku denote the k order Hessian of u: Multiplying both sides by M 1k
and taking inner product with Mkrkf; we obtainD
M 1k A
(k)
 M
 1
k Mkr
kf;Mkrkf
E
=
D
M 1k r
kg;Mkrkf
E
:
It then follows from the positivity of the operator M 1k A
(k)
 M
 1
k and Cauchy-
Schwartz inequality that
k
Mkrkf2


M 1k rkg

Mkrkf

: (12)
If
Mkrkf

= 0; then there is nothing to prove. However if
Mkrkf

6= 0;
we have Z
R
X
i1:::ik
2k

k + 1
k
2
f2xi1 :::xik
(x)e2d(fi1;:::;:ikg;Sg)e dx

Z
R
X
i1:::ik

k
k + 1
2
g2xi1 :::xik
(x)e 2d(fi1;:::;:ikg;Sg)e dx:
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We haveZ
R
X
i1:::ik
f2xi1 :::xik
(x)e2d(fi1;:::;:ikg;Sg)e dx 
Z
R
X
i1:::ik
2k

k + 1
k
2
f2xi1 :::xik
(x)e2d(fi1;:::;:ikg;Sg)e dx

Z
R
X
i1:::ik

k
k + 1
2
g2xi1 :::xik
(x)e 2d(fi1;:::;:ikg;Sg)e dx

Z
R
X
i1:::ik
g2xi1 :::xik
(x)e 2d(fi1;:::;:ikg;Sg)e dx
 Ck;g:
where Ck;g is a positive constant that only depends on the support of g:
The higher order correlation is dened as
hg1; :::; gki := h(g1   hg1i) ::: (gk   hgki)i : (13)
Using the estimate above for the higher order Hessians of the solution f and
following the same argument as in the proof of proposition 11, one can easily
see that
jhg1; g2;g3ij  C
h
e 1d(Sg2 ;Sg1) + e 1d(Sg3 ;Sg1)
i
If g1 = xi, g2 = xj ; and g3 = xk; we obtain
jh(xi   hxii) (xj   hxji) (xk   hxki)ij  C
h
e 1d(i;j) + e 1d(i;k)
i
:
Note that in the one dimensional case, we obtain a stronger exponential decay
in the sense that
d (i; j)!1) d (i; k)!1:
Indeed we have
i  j  k =) d(i; k) = d(i; j) + d(j; k)  d(i; j):
However, this is not the case in higher dimensions. Thus if d > 1; we obtain
this weak exponential decay of the correlations in the sense that the exponential
decay occurs as you simultaneously pull the spins away from a xed one.
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6 Appendix
6.1 Wittens Laplacians
In 1982, Edward Witten published an article [7] on Supersymmetry and Morse
theory; to relate some invariants of a Riemannian manifoldM with some indices
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of a Morse function  2 C1(M); he introduced the Witten derivative d and
the Witten coderivative d by simply setting
d= e
 2 de

2 and d= e

2 de 

2
where d and d are the exterior derivative and exterior coderivative respec-
tively. The Witten Laplacian is then dened to be the associated second order
operator
W = (d + d

)
2
= dd

 + d

d
acting on the exterior algebra bundle of the cotangent bundle of M as the
standard Laplacian does:
Choosing a local orthonormal frame eld e1; :::; ed and denoting by e1; :::; ed
its dual coframe eld, d and d could be easily represented in terms of the
Riemannian connection r as
d = ei^rei and d =  i(ej)rej
where i denote the interior product. Here and in the rest of this section, we
use the Einstein summation convention namely, an index occurring twice in a
product is to be summed from 1 up to the space dimension. We consequently
have
d = e
i^rei + ei
; i
2
and d =  i(ej)rej + i(ej)
; i
2
where ; i1i2::: denote the components of multiple covariant di¤erentiation rela-
tive to the local frame eld e1; :::; ed:
; ij =rejrei rrej ei:
Since ei^rei and i(ej)rej do not depend on the choice of the local orthonormal
frame and coframe eld we may assume that e1; :::; ed comes from a normal
coordinate centered at an arbitrary point and consequently have
rejei^ =rei i(ej) = 0:
Now using the fact that
ei ^ i(ej) + i(ej)e
i^ = ij ;
we have
W
(p)
 = 
; i; i
4
+
; ij
2
(e
i^i(ej)  i(ej)e
i^):
In the case of Rn where covariant di¤erentiation becomes standard di¤erentia-
tion, the Witten Laplacian on 0-forms acting on a smooth function f gives
W
(0)
 f = f 
xixi
4
f xixi
2
f =
 
 + jrj
2
4
  
2
!
f:
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The Witten Laplacian on one-forms acting on a one form
u = uk(x)dxk
gives
W
(1)
 u=u 
xixi
4
u 
xixi
2
u+ 2
xkxi
2
dxi^i @
@xk
u:
Identifying one-forms with vector elds in Rn, we obtain
W
(1)
 u =
 
 + jrj
2
4
  
2
!

 u+Hessu:
The tensor notation simply means that the operator  + jrj
2
4
  
2
acts
diagonally on each component of the vector eld u: Let us also point out that
the identication between forms and vectors elds is a common practice in
Riemaniann geometry and is done via the metric tensor.
As rst observed by Bernard Hel¤er and Johannes Sjötrand, these Laplacians
provide new methods for solving problems coming from Statistical Mechanics.
The methods are generally based on the analysis of the di¤erential operators
A
(0)
 :=  +r r
and
A
(1)
 := A
(0)
 
 Id+Hess:
These two elliptic di¤erential operators for which a Fredholm theory can be de-
veloped are equivalent to Wittens Laplacian W (0) and W
(1)
 respectively where
W
(0)
 =  +
jrj2
4
  
2
and
W
(1)
 =
 
 + jrj
2
4
  
2
!

 I+Hess:
Indeed, it only su¢ ces to observe that
W
(:)
 = e
 =2 A(:)  e
=2
and the map
U : L
2(R)! L2(R; e dx)
u 7 ! e2 u:
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